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NEW QUESTION: 1
管理者は、見込み客の記録のどこで、見込み客が郵送できない理由を判断するのに役立てるべきで
すか？
A. プロファイルと監査
B. 活動とライフサイクル
C. ライフサイクルとプロファイル
D. 活動と監査
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
An architect is helping an organization with the Physical Design of an NSX-T Data Center
solution. This information was gathered during a workshop:
* There are six hosts and hardware has already been purchased.
* Customer is planning a collapsed Management/Edge/Compute cluster.
* Each host has two 10Gb NICs connected to a pair of ToR switches.
* There should be no single point of failure in any proposed design.
Which virtual switch design should the architect recommend to the organization?
A. Create an NSX-T Virtual Distributed Switch (N-VDS) for Management VMkernel and overlay
traffic and assign both NICs.
B. Create an NSX-T Virtual Distributed Switch (N-VDS) for Management VMkernal and overlay

traffic and assign a new virtual NIC.
C. Create an NSX-T Virtual Distributed Switch (N-VDS) for Management VMkernel traffic and
assign one NIC. Also, create an NSX-T Virtual Distributed Switch (N-VDS) for overlay traffic and
assign one NIC.
D. Create a vSphere Distributed Switch (vDS) for Management VMkernel traffic and assign one
NIC.
Also, create an NSX-T Virtual Distributed Switch (N-VDS) for overlay traffic and assign one NIC.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Z - The only way to have N.S.P.o.F is a single N-vDS design. Virtual NICs don't help the pNIC
availability issue

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
The inside and outside interfaces in the NAT configuration of this device have been correctly
identified.
What is the effect of this configuration?
A. PAT
B. static NAT
C. NAT64
D. dynamic NAT
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
The command "ip nat inside source list 1 interface gigabitethernet0/0 overload" translates all
source addresses that pass access list 1, which means 172.16.1.0/24 subnet, into an address
assigned to gigabitethernet0/0 interface. Overload keyword allows to map multiple IP
addresses to a single registered IP address (many-toone) by using different ports so it is called
Port Address Translation (PAT).

NEW QUESTION: 4
Examine the structure of the MARKS table:
Which two statements would execute successfully? (Choose two.)
A. SELECT student_name subject1FROM marksWHERE subject1 > AVG(subject1);
B. SELECT student_name,SUM(subject1)FROM marksWHERE student_name LIKE 'R%';
C. SELECT SUM(DISTINCT NVL(subject1,0)), MAX(subject1)FROM marksWHERE
subject1 > subject2;
D. SELECT SUM(subject1+subject2+subject3)FROM marksWHERE student_name IS NULL;
Answer: C,D
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